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CHAPTER IV 

Implementation and Monitoring 

Implementation of this Plan requires moving from an existing management 

program with a budget and targets for accomplishment to a new management 

program with a budget, goals, and objectives that will provide a different way 

of addressing the issues and concerns people have voiced about management 

of the NRA. This Plan establishes direction for the NRA for the next several 

years. It will be used in conjunction with the Siuslaw Forest Plan, Forest Service 

Manuals and Handbooks. 

This chapter of the Plan includes three sections: Implementation Direction, 

Monitoring and Evaluation, and Amendments and Revisions. Collectively, 

these sections explain how management direction will be implemented, how 

implementation activities will be monitored and evaluated, and how this Plan 

will be kept current as conditions change and new information becomes available. 

Implementation Direction 

Implementation will occur through identification, selection, scheduling, and 

execution of projects and management practices designed to meet management 

direction of this Plan. Implementation will also involve responding to proposals 

by others for use and/or occupancy of national forest lands at the NRA. 

Additionally, it will be necessary for other plans or instruments, budget proposals, 

and environmental analysis required for implementation of specific management 

practices to be consistent with this Plan. 

Appendix B lists proposed NRA projects. Multi-year project schedules will be 

prepared and maintained in response to management direction in this Plan as 

well as site-specific near-term needs and opportunities. Execution of these 

projects will respond to the annual budget. The projects listed in Appendix B 

provide a pool of activities from which implementation schedules will be developed 

in conjunction with available funding. The list of projects will change as projects 

are implemented and new projects take their place, as projects are removed 

from the list for other reasons, and as new project opportunities become evident. 

This Plan in conjunction with the Forest Plan, serves as the land management 

plan for the Oregon Dunes NRA and upon implementation, will supersede all 

present land management and resource plans for the NRA. 
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Monitoring and Evaluation 
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Budget Pro
posals 

Environmen
tal Analysis 

Subject to valid existing rights, all outstanding and future pennits, contracts, 
cooperative agreements, and other instruments for occupancy and use of NRA 
lands will be made consistent with this Plan. Existing instruments will be 
adjusted within 3 years of Plan approval. 

Management activities scheduled in this Plan are associated with a multi-year 
program budget proposal that identifies funds necessary to implement it. This 
is then used to request and allocate funds. Outputs and activities in individual 
years may differ significantly from averages shown in Chapter II and Appendix 
B depending on available funds. 

The Forest Supervisor may change proposed implementation schedules to reflect 
differences between proposed annual budgets and actual funds received. Such 
schedule changes shall be considered an amendment to this Plan and the Forest 
Plan, but shall not be considered a significant amendment, or require preparation 
of another EIS, unless the changes significantly alter the long-tenn relationships 
between levels of mUltiple-use goods and services projected under planned 
proposals as compared to those projected under actual appropriations. 

Upon approval of a final budget for the Forest, an annual program of work at 
the NRA is adjusted to the final budget and then carried out. Annual programs 
of work result in incremental implementation of this Plan. 

Final decisions on site-specific projects intended to implement this Plan will be 
made after appropriate analysis and documentation meeting NEP A require
ments. The form of documentation will be consistent with Council on Environ
mental Quality Regulations (4~ CFR 1500-1508). NEPA documents in the 
fonn of Categorical Exclusions, Environmental Assessments, or Environmental 
Impact Statements will be filed and available for public review at NRA 
headquarters. 

Monitoring and Evaluation 

Monitoring and evaluation will provide the public, the Area Ranger, aname 
Forest Supervisor with information on progress and results of implementing 
this Plan. Actual effects and activities will be compared to projected effects 
and Plan direction. Where effects and activities are consistent with expectations, 
the determination will be documented and implementation will continue. Where 
effects and activities are not consistent with expectations, appropriate action 
(based on further evaluation) will be taken to correct inadequacies or to modify 
this Plan where necessary. 
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Monitoring 

Monitoring and Evaluation 

Overall objectives of monitoring are to determine if programs and projects are 
meeting Plan direction, and to keep this Plan viable. Monitoring questions for 
the NRA are comprised of both Forest Plan (FP) questions and others specific 
to the NRA. 

Specific objectives of monitoring and evaluation are to determine whether: 

• Planned goals and objectives are achieved. 

• Programs and activities address existing and emerging public issues and 
management concerns. 

• Standards and guidelines (S&Gs) are being followed. 

• S&Gs are producing desired results. 

• Resource and cost information used in projecting outputs and impacts 
are correct. 

.• The Plan needs to be amended or revised. 

Monitoring will test the effectiveness of this Plan in improving the situations 
represented in the planning rcos. For primary rcos that alternatives were 
designed around, there are one or more monitoring questions which will be 
answered at specific time intervals. Tables included in the next section of this 
chapter list these monitoring questions by resource. The questions will provide 
a periodic comparison of end resuits of implementation and those projected in 
this Plan. 

Costs, outputs, and environmental effects will be compared to measure 
effectiveness of implemention of S&Gs (Chapter III) and to determine if 
relationships on which this Plan is based are still valid. Differences will be 
evaluated and appropriate action taken, which could range from correcting 
performance deficiencies when S&Gs are not being implemented, to amending 
or revising the Forest Plan when acceptable effects can not be achievOO within 
the present framework of this Plan. 

While monitoring questions are designed to be clear about what outcome is 
being tested, they are purposely phrased to allow flexibility in sampling 
procedures. This will allow personnel to design monitoring activities in response 
to special management concerns at the time of sampling, and to current 
developments in sampling and analysis procedures. 

Three types of monitoring will be used: 

• Implementation Monitoring: Did we do what we said we would do in 
this Plan fora .given issue? 
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• Effectiveness Monitoring: Did the practice or activity provide what we 
wanted? 

• Validation Monitoring: Are basic assumptions about cause/effect 
relationships accurate? 

The Monitoring Plan contains the following elements which are included in 
Table N-l: 

Generai Monitoring Question - Major questions that need attention to 
determine if the Plan is working as expected. The "Discussion" part of this 
element elaborates on major pertinent components of the general issue the 
question is addressing. 

Evaluation Question - A question that deals with a facet of, and helps answer 
the general monitoring question. These include Plan assumptions and indicator 
items that, when considered in total, help answer the general monitoring 
question. 

ActionlEffect to be Measured - Specific statement of what will be examined. 

Methods - Process by which the examination will be done. 

Units of Measure - Self explanatory. 

Expected Reliability - Level of validity and exactness of the data. Reliability 
is the expected probability that information acquired through sampling will 
reflect actual conditions. Reliability is rated as high, moderate, or low. 

Information Collection Frequency - Specifies minimum collection intervals 
expressed as given time periods. 

Monitoring Reporting Period - Minimum time interval for reporting. 

Management Responsibility - Person who has responsibility for compilation 
of information at the Forest level (in the case of Forest-wide S&Gs) or NRA 
level (in the case of Dunes-specific S&Gs). Data will generally be collected by 
the NRA staff. 

Variability Indicating Further Action - Threshold that triggers a reevalua
tion of this Plan. 

Estimated Cost - The approximate annual cost of accomplishing the monitoring 
tasks. 
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Table IV-I. Monitoring Questions - Cultural Resources. 

QUESTION: Are cultural and historical sites being used and protected as planned? 

Discussion - Federal laws and regulations require protection of significant cultural and historical resources. Monitoring provides a check on how well the 
Forest is maintaining cultural resource sites and meeting the intent of the regulations. 

Cultural resource inventories will be conducted for proposed ground-disturbing activities. Sites will be evaluated for their potential to be nominated to the 
National Register of Historic Places. Eligible sites will be nominated to the Register and management plans prepared to ensure their protection, including 
regularly scheduled monitoring of site condition. Ineligible sites will be evaluated for their potential research or interpretive values. Sites with research potential 
will be made available to qualified scientists. Interpretive plans will be prepared for sites selected for public use. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information 

Management Thr""hold of Estimated Annual 
Evaluation Question Method. Collection Report Period 

Action/Effect Measure Reliability 
Frequency 

Responsibility Variability COIlt 

(fP) Is a complete structural Comprehensive Field visit to all Compare High Every 5 Years/5 Recreation Staff Inspections $2,000 
inSpection of historic structures report of condi- significant and condition years not completed 
and necessary repairs being tion of all signif- unevaluated sites to NHRP 
made? icant structures and inventory of guide-

condition lines 

(FP) Is appropriate stabilization Report of dam- Field review Compare High Annual 3,6, and 9 Recreation Staff Damage which $2,000 
or rehabilitation of damaged or aged significant damage repair toNRHP years threatens loss 
eroded sites eligible for inclusion sites with rec- guide- of values not 
ih the National Register of ommendations lines repaired 
Historic Places (NHRP) being for repair and 
done? rehabilitation 

(FP) Are cultural resource Report based on Field surveys Complet- High Annual 3,6, and 9 Recreation Staff Report not $3,000 
surveys being performed accord- annual monitor- ed survey years completed 
ing to the Forest/SHPO agree- ing of significant 
ment? sites in project 

areas and also 
of unevaluated 
sites I , , 

L-----. 
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Table IV;.2A. Monitoring Questions - Economics (Funds) 

QUESTION: Are funds available to conduct planned monitoring activities? 

Discussion - The Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines provide an specific resource management direction for the Forest to meet Plan objectives. Ensuring 
implementation of the Plan requires increased monitoring activities. Inability to conduct adequate monitoring would violate NFMA. 

Meru;ured Unit of Estimated 
Information Management Threshold of Estimated Annual 

Evaluation Question Methods Collection Report Period 
ActiOn/Effect Measure Reliability 

Frequency 
Responsihility Variability Cost 

(FP) Are funds available to Monitoring Budget reports Dollars High Annual Annual and Planning Staff IllSufficient $500 
conduct monitoring activities? costs as needed funds 

----- ------ -- - - -- --- - --_ .. _----------
L- ______ 

I 
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Table rV~2B. Monitoring Questions - Economic and Social 

QUESTION: Are economic and social assumptions, values, and projections valid? 

Discussion - Economic values were based on historical data. The value of many of the Forest's outputs are determined by trends in public preferences. Changes 
itl timber availability, markets and technology could have significant effects on several economic variables. There is also an opportunity to begin collecting 
baseline data for future planning efforts. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information 

Management Tht'efihold of Estlmated Annual 
RvaIuaHon Question 

Action/Effect Method. 
Mensurc Reliability 

ColIection Report Period 
Responsibility Variability COAt 

Frequency -
(FP) Do the 3-year average Payments to Forest records Dollars High Annual Annual Planning Staff Deviations $100 
annual payments to each county counties from projec-
meet projections? tions exceed 

10% over 
3-year average 

(FP) Do the average annual Annual receipts Revenue reports Dollars High Annual Annual Planning Staff Deviations $500 
receipts and product prices from expected 
conform to predictions? values exceed 

10% over 3 
years 

(FP) Do the average measures Local employ- State Percent High 5 years Annual Planning Staff Deviations $500 
of local employment and income ment and in- Employment/ unem- from projec-
rates meet projections? come rates Income Statistics ployment tions exceed 

and in- 20% over 5 
come years 
rates 

(FP) Do total costs by resource Total costs Budget reports Dollars High Annual Annual Planning Staff Deviations $500 
activity and major project costs from ,expected 
conform With predictions? values exceed 

10% over 3 
i 

I \ years. 

- -~ ... ---
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Table IV-2B Cont. Monitoring Questions - Economic and Social 

Merumred Unit of Estimated 
Information 

Management Threshold of Estimated Annual 
Evaluation Question 

Action/Effect 
Methods 

Measure Reliability 
Collection Report Period Responsibility VaHSlbility Cost 
Frequency 

(FP) Has there been a signifi- Various Interviews with Various Low Continuous Annual Planning Staff Trend 'coward $500 
cant change in public attitudes, key publics and Forest - com-
beliefs or values, opinion leaders in munity con-

communities, met or new 
media reports, social pro b-

I 

editorials, etc, lems identi-
fied. 

-------- '----- ------- '----
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Table IV-3. Monitoring Questions - Fish 

QUESTION: Are desired habitat and populations of fish and opportunities for fishing being provided? 

Discussion - Cover and food resources in lakes are the primary factors determining quality of fish habitat on the Oregon Dunes NRA. Quality and quantity 
of fish habitat is expected to increase slightly, largely because of habitat enhancement activities. Healthy riparian zones are critical and riparian management 
is strongly reflected in quality of fish habitat. Standards and guidelines are needed to assure that management actions lead to the desired condition of fish 
habitat and fishing opportunities. 

Measured Unit of E.timated 
Information 

Martagernent Threshold of Estimated Annual 
Evaluation Question 

Action/Effect 
Method. 

Measure Reliability 
Collection Report Period 

Responsibili ty Variability Cost 
FrequencY 

(FP) Are planned projects and Project output MARs (existing Units in High Annual Annual Planning Staff Accoinplish- $300 
program targets for fish being reports) MARs ments are 
accomplished? more than 

10% below 
Plan targets 
over 3 years. 

Is fish habitat being maintained Amount of habi- R6 Standard Various Moderate Every 5 Every 5 Fisheries staff Evidence of $15,000/ year 
and enhanced? tat in streams. Level II stream parame- years years declin,~ in fish I 

Lake conditions. survey and R6 ters habitat for 
standard lake two successive 
surveys surveys 

Are anadromous fIsh stocks of Keep popula- Monitor adult Number Moderate Annual Annual Fisheries Staff Listing of $300/year 
concern being maintained? Hons from being spawner counts, of fish stock as T&E 

listed as T&E. catch records, or localized 
and other esH- decline 
mates made by 
ODFW. 
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Table IV-3 Cont. Monitoring Questions - Fi'sh 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information Ma.nagement Threshold of Estimated Annual 

Evaluation Question ActionlEffect 
Methods Measure Reliability 

Collection Report Period 
Responsibility Varla.bili ty Cost 

Frequency 

(FP) Are related standards and Compliance Office and field N/A High Continual every 2 ,Years Fisheries Staff A "no" to the $3,000/ year 

guidelines implemented? with manage- review of project and ongoing question, 

ment direction plans and EA 
"Were S&Gs 

reports potential-
implemented?" 

ly or directly 
affecting the 
fishery resource 

Is the desired amount and type 

of fishing taking place? (see 

Recreation Diversity section) 
--- - -
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Table IV~4A. Monitoring Questions - Recreation and Scenery (Recreation Diversity) 

QUESTION: Is the diversity of recreation opportunities provided for in the plan being supplied and consumed? 

Discussion - A broad spectrum of outdoor recreation opportunities are supplied in order to meet projected consumption. It is necessary to confirm that the 
projected consumption is actually occurring in order to be sure that the right types and amounts of opportunities are being supplied. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information 

Management Threshold of Estimated Annual 
Evaluation Question 

Action/Eff eet 
Methods Measure Reliability 

Collection Report Period 
Responsibility Variability Cost 

Frequency -
(FP) Are planned projects and Project output MARs (existing Units in High Annual Annual Forest Staff Accomplish- $200 
program targets being accom- reports) MARs ments are 
pllshed. more than 

10% below 
Plan targets 
over 3 years. 

(FP) Is the management of the Deviation from Field review of ROS or High Annually - 3,6, and 9 Recreation Staff Any deviation $3,000 
following areas consistent with ROS orWROS management WROS one-third of years from planned 
the assigned ROS or WROS class standards areas and devel- setting sites and or anticipated 
class and the other direction in oped sites indica- areas setting indica-
the Forest Plan? tors tors 

Wilderness 
Oregon Dillies NRA 
Cascade Head SRA 
Special Interest Areas 
Undeveloped Areas 
Sutton 
Sand Lake 
Developed Recreation Sites 

(FP) Is the amount and type of Amount of rec- RIM use reports RVDs Low Annual Annual Recreation Staff Deviation $1,500 
recreation lise taking place in reaHon use by greater than 
the various areas of the Forest activity by area 50% 
as predicted in the Forest Plan? 

I 
, i -
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Table IV-4A Cont. Monitoring Questions - Recreation and Scenery (Recreation Diversity) 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information Mnnagement Threshold of Estimated Annual 

I Evaluation Question 
Action/Effect 

Methods 
Measure Reliability 

Collection Report Period 
Responsibility Variability Cost 

Frequency I -
(FP) Are the facilities and Construction Look for overuse Predicted Moderate Annual 3,6, and 9 Recreation Staff Persistent $3,000 
improvements scheduled in the and reconstruc- or compare prac- RVDs in years signs of over-
Forest Plan being provided as tion of improve- tical capacity of excess of use or market 
needed? ments facilities with practical studies which 

demand using capacity show demand 
market studies about to ex-

ceed capacity 

Are NRA recreation projects Improvement Look for compli- Applica- Moderate Annual 3,6, and 9 Recreation Staff More than $1,000 
being constructed and managed construction ance with follow- ble S&Gs years 10% of appli-
to meet other resource consider- and manage- ing S&Gs: AW·8, met/not cable S&Gs 
aUons? ment 10, 13, 14, 15, 16; met are not being 

A-6; B-3; C-8, 12; met 
F ·4, 5; G·2, 4, 6. 

Has vegetation treatment been Project output Review of com· Number High Every 3 3,6, and 9 Recreation Staff No projects $100 
used to maintain or enhance pleted projects of years years completed by 
recreation opportunities in the projects year 6 
areas identified on the vegetation 
management priority map? 

-- - - -- --- ---- -- ----- .. _--_ .. -
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Table IV-4B. Monitoring Questions - Recreation and Scenery (Off-road Vehicles) 

QUESTION: Is off~road use of vehicles taking place as intended in the Forest Plan? 

Discussion" Monitoring off-road use of vehicles is required in 36 CFR Part 295 in order to determine if such use is causing or will cause considerable adverse 
effects on soil, water, fish, wildlife, forest visitors, and cultural and historic resources. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information 

Management Threshold of Estimated Annual I Evaluation Qm~stion 
ActioniEffect 

Methods 
Measure Reliability 

Collection Report Period 
Responsibility Variability Cost 

Frequency 

(FP) Is off-road use of vehicles Violation 'of Record field ob- Number Moderate As violations . Annual Recreation Staff More than $3,000 
confmed to the areas designated vehical closures servation of areas and se- are observed 150 recorded 
for such use in the Forest Plan? and restrictions closed or restrict- verity of plus sample violations in 

ed violations closed areas one year, 
four times Forest-wide 
per year 

Is off-road use of vehicles comply- Revegetation of Record field ob- Number High As violations Annual Recreation Staff Annual viola- $2,000 
ing with designated route re- non-designated servation of route of viola- are observed Hons or evi-
quirements? routes non-compliance tions; plus sample dence of viola-

and sample aban- evidence undesignat- tions more 
doned routes of use on ed routes than 150 (yr 

aban- four times 1), 100 (yr 2), 
doned per year 50 (yr 3 and 
routes; % thereafter) ; 
vegeta- static or down-
tion cover ward trend in 
on aban- % vegetative 
doned cover 
routes 

Is off-road use of vehicles comply- Violation of Record field ob- Number High As violations Annual Recreation Staff Annual viola- $2,000 
ing with curfews in applicable applicable cur- servation of non- of viola- are observed tions more 
areas? few hours compliance and tions plus sample than 150 in yr 

sample curfew each curfew 1; lOOn yr 2; 

arer area four 50 in yr 3 and , 
times (12 thereafter 
hrs) per 
year 

'-----.. 
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Table IV-4B Cont. Monitoring Questions - Recreation and Scenery (Off-road Vehicles) 

-
Measured Unit of Estimated 

Information 
Management Threshold of Estimated Annual 

Evaluation Question 
AcUonJEffect 

Methods 
Measure Reliability 

Collection Report Period 
Responsibility Varillbility Cost 

Frequency -
Is motorized dispersed camping Violation of Record field ob- Number High As violations Annual Recreation Staff Less than 80% $2,000 
complymg with permitted permit require- servation of non- of viola- are observed permit compli-
designated-site system? ments; natural- compliance and tions; % plus sample ance; static/ 

ization of aban- sample aban- bare/ abandoned upward trend 
doned campsites doned campsites disturbed campsites in % bare soil 

soil in four times and evidence 
aban- per year of use in 
doned abandoned 
sites; camps 

I other 
evidence 

I of camp 
use (fire-
ring, 
trash, 
etc.) 

Is off-road use of vehicles comply- Violation of Record field ob- Number High As violations Annual Recreation Staff More than $1,000 
ing with closure and noise- closures or servation of non- of viola- are observed 150 violations 
control buffer requirements? buffer compliance and tions; plus sample in yr 1; 100 in 

sample closures evidence closure areas yr 2; 75 in 
and buffer of closure and buffer year 3; 30 in 

violations four times yr 4 and there-
(tracks) per year after 

(FP) Are the effects of off-road Effects of off- Record field ob- Amount Moderate As effects Annual Recreation Staff Disturbance $3,000 
use of vehicles within acceptable road use of servations of of envi- are observed by off-road 
limits? vehicles effects where ronmen- plus sample vehicles ex-

off-road use of tal dis- open areas ceeds accept-
vehicles is allowed turbance four times able limits. 

per year 

- -- --- ---- . --- ---_ .. _---- - - -- -- -- ------ --- -- ------ -- --- -- _ .. --------- ---------- - -- --
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Table IV-4B Cont. Monitoring Questions - Recreation and Scenery (Off-road Vehicles) 

Measured Unit of Estimated Information Management Threshold of Estimated Annual 
Evaluation Question Action/Effect Methods 

Measure Reliability Collection Report Period Responsibility Vari11bility Cost 
Frequency 

Are off toad vehicles meeting Decibel output Record field ob- Decibels Moderat.e As effects Annual Recreation Staff Noncompli- $40,000 
applicable noise emissioh stand- of individual servations of are observed ance in sample 
ards? machines noncompliance plus courtesy exceeds 20% 

and perform sound checks inyr 1; 10% 
courtesy sound during high inyr 2; 5% in 
checks use season yr 3 and there-

after 
~- - -- , ~ -- ,- ~ . ~ ~~-
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Table IV-4C. Monitoring Questions - Recr~ation and Scenery (Visual Resource) 

QUESTION: Is the quality of the visual resource being provided as directed in the Forest Plan? 

Discussion - To provide visually attractive landscapes for Forest visitors, and also carry on resource management activities, visual quality objectives (VQOs) 
are established in the Forest Plan. Monitoring whether activities meet the VQOs individually and cumulatively determines how well the visual resource is 
being protected. 

Merumred Unit of Estimated 
Information Management Threflhold of Estimated Annual 

Evaluation Question Methods Collection Report Period 
Actlon/Effect Measure Reliability 

Frequency 
Responsibility Variability Coot 

(FP) Do the visual results of Visual effects of Field review of VQO High Annually 3,6, and 9 Recreation Staff Greattlr than $1,500 
activities meet the VQOs as- landscape finished projects criteria sample years 10% of projects 
signed in the Forest Plan? changing projects on not meetihg 

projects each District VQOs 

(FP) Do the cumulative effects Extent of visual Field inventory of Summary Moderate Every 5 5 and 10 Recreation Staff Any viewshed $1,000 
of resource activities stay within effects in a total overall viewshed Viewshed years years not meeting 
predicted Overall Viewshed viewshed condition Rating the predicted 
Conditions? catego- viewshed con-

ries dition 

Has vegetation treatment been Project output Review of com- Number High Every 3 3,6, and 9 Recreation Staff No pt'ojects $100 
used to maintain or enhance pleted projects of years years completed by 
visual quality in the areas projects year 6 
identified on the vegetation 
management priority map? 

- - -- - --- -- -- -_.- -- -- -~---.-- -~ '-

I 

! 
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Table IV-5. Monitoring Questions - Interpretation 

QUESTION: Is the program interpreting the natural environment and/or management activities at designated sites? 

Discussion - Interpretation helps visitors understand and appreciate the Oregon Dunes NRA and encourages thoughtful use of the area while minimzing 
human impacts on resources. It also promotes understanding of the goals and objectives for the NRA. 

Information ~ 
Measured Unit of Estimated Management Threshold of Estimated Annual 

Evaluation Question 
Action/Effect 

Methods 
Measure Reliability 

Collection Report Period Responsibility VarlnbiII ty Cost I 
Frequency - -

Was an interpretive strategy Interpretive Management Docu- High Continuous Within 2 Public Mfairs A "no" answer $50 
completed? strategy Team review ment years of Staff to the question 

Dunes Plan of whether the 
completion strategy is 

completed. 

Are related standards and Project output Management NA High Ongoing Annual Public Mfairs A "no" to the $50 
guidelines iinplemented? Team review Staff question of 

whether the 
S&Gs were 
implemented 

-
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Table IV .. 6. Monitoring Questions - Research Natural Areas 

QUESTION: Are potential RNAs being studied for formal designation and being managed as predicted? 

Discussion - RNAs are physical or biological units in which current natural conditions are maintained as much as possible. Each RNA contains at least one 
ecosystem identified as a necessary part of a national system of preserved ecosystems. Potential RNAs must be studied in more detail to determine if environmental 
conditions truly qualify for the system. At the same time, management activities must protect the special natural qualities of the area. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information Management Threshold of Estimated Annual 

Evaluation Question 
Action/Effect 

Methods 
Measure Reliability 

Collection Report Period 
Responsihility Varlahllity COBt 

Frequency 

(FP) Are establishment records Establishment Interdisciplinary Number High Annual Every 2 Ecology Staff Any records $500 
for each Research Natural Area records review andquali- years not completed 
complete, and adequate to tyof within 3 years 
achieve the goals of Management reports . of approval of 
Area 10(K)? Plan 

(FP) Are standards and guide- Compliance Interdisciplinary N/A High Annual 3 and 8 years Ecology Staff A "no" to the $625 
lines related to Research Natural with manage- field review question, 
Areas implemented? ment direction "Were S&Gs 

implemented?" 

-

I 

, 
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Table IV-7A. Monitoring Questions - Soil and Water (Soil Productivity) 

QUESTION: Is long term soil productivity being maintained as predicted? 

Discussion - Soil organic matter is critical for maintenance of long term soil productivity. It is the primary medium for organic nutrient cycling; it is the 
host site for soil microbes and mycorrhiza; it moderates soil temperatures; and it influences soil water conditions. Management practices that affect the amount 
of soil organic matter Ultimately affect the basic productivity of the site. Monitoring of soil organic matter will provide information about the direct and 
cumulative effects of management activities on soil productivity. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information 

Management Threshold of Estimated Annual 
Evaluation Question Methods Collection Report Period 

Action/Eff eet Measure Reliability 
Frequency 

Responsibility Variability Cost 

-
(FP) Are planned projects and Project output MARs (existing Units in High Annual Annual Planning Staff Accomplishc $225 
program targets being accom- reports) MARs ments ;are 
plished. more than 

10% below 
Plan targets 
over 3 years. 

(FP) Are standards and guide- See list of stand- Sample one N/A High Ongoing Annual Watershed Staff A "no" to the Included in fIsh 
lines relating to soil productivity ards and guide- project per year question "were monitoring 
implemented? lines the S&,Gs 

implemented?" 

'------- -- ----~. --_ .. - L.. _______ ~ ... __ ._ ----- - -- ----- - ~ --

I 

I 
I 

I 
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Table IV-7B. Monitoring Questions - Soil and Water (Water Quality) 

QUESTION: Is the water quality of lakes and streams being maintained as predicted? 

Discussion - Activities such as building roads and facilities adjacent to lakes and streams can affect water quality. Primary causes of these potential affects 

are toxic spills, sanitation problems and sedimentation from surface erosion. Surface and ground water are used as domestic and industrial water supplies 

and as habitat for a variety of fish and other aquatic species. The condition of sensitive riparian areas is reflected by the quality of water in the lakes and 

streams they surround. Assessment of the water quality will help us understand the cumulative effects of our activities. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information Management Threshold of Estimated Annual 

Evaluation Question Methods Collection Report Period 

ActioniEffect Measure Reliability 
Frequency 

Responsibility Varlnbility Cost 

Are the following water quality Turbidity, tem- Sample two NTUS Low 2,4,6,8, 2,4,6,8 or Watershed Staff 15% of sam- $2,000 to estab-

parameters within limits estab- perature, pesti- streams per year. turbidity, years and after 10-year pIes exceed lish; $5000/year 

lished by state water quality cides and other Use streams OF tem- after 10-year or larger state standard 

standards: turbidity, tempera- hazardous providing domes- perature, storm event flood event for a given 

tille, hazardous chemicals, chemicals, hu- tic water where ppm/ppb 
parameter 

human disease organisms? man disease feasible. Use (pesti-

organisms herbicide and cides) 

fertilization moni- and other 

toring results. chemicals 
Grab samples for 
turbidity. Ryan 
Thermagraphs 
for temperature. 
State Agriculture 
lab for chemicals. 

(FP) Are standards and guide- See list of stand- Sample one site N/A High Ongoing Annual Watershed Staff A "no" to the Included in fIsh 

lines related to watershed man- ards and guide- per year. 
question monitoring costs 

agement implemented? lines 
''Were S&Gs 
implemented?" 

Are water levels being main- Surface and Monitoring by Gauge Moderate Monthly Annual Watershed Staff Evidence of $200 to compile 

tained on the Oregon Dunes groundwater Coos Bay-North units 
long-term information from 

NRA? levels Bend Water 
decline Water Board 

: 
B°trd 

I 
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Table IV-S. Monitoring Questions - Vegetation Management 

QUESTION: Is the vegetation management program on the Oregon Dunes NRA meeting intended objectives? 

Discussion - Development of a vegetation management program is a major issue with most people interested in management of the Oregon Dunes NRA. 
The strategy outlined in this plan was developed to address a wide range of resource objectives. The following monitoring questions Vl'ill provide information 
to assess program development. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information 

Management Thre"hold of Estimated Annual 1 
Evnluiliion Question Methods Collection Report Period 

Action/Effect Measure Reliability 
Frequency 

Responsibility Variability Cost 
I -

Are vegetation management Project output MARs (existing Acres High Annual Annual Earth and Bio- Accomplish- $50 I 

projects being accomplished? reports) logical Resourc- ment more 
es Staff than 10% 

below planned. 
targets over a 
3 year period. 

Are successful vegetation man- European Transect surveys % live High Annual Annual Earth and Bio- More than $3000 
agemelit methods being devel- beachgrass cover logical Resourc- 10% of pre-
oped for European beachgrass? control es project live 

cover of tar-
geted control 
species, two 
years after 
treatment. 

Are site specific monitoring Monitoring plan Review Monitor- High Annual Annual Earth and Bio- A "no" to the $50 
plans developed and implement- ing plan logical Resourc- question "were 
ed on all vegetation management es Staff monitoring 
projects? plans devel-

oped and 
implemented" . 

--- -- -----
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Table IV~8 Cont. Monitoring Questions ~ Vegetation Management 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information Management Threshold of Estimated Armual 

Evaluation Question 
Action/Eff eet 

Methods 
Measure Reliability 

Collection Report Period 
Responsibility Variability Cost 

Frequency -
Are all vegetation management Project Project review Objec- Moderate Annual Annual Earth and Bio- A "no" to the $800 
resource objectives addressed/ planning/ tives logical Resourc- question "were 
accomplished within project accomplishment met/not es staff all vegetation 
areas? met management 

objectives 
addressed. 

Are all standards and guidelines Standards and Review 1 project S&Gs High Annual Annual Earth and Bio- A "no" to the $3000 
applicable to vegetation manage- Guidelines per year met/not logical Resourc- question "were 
ment being implemented? met es Staff S&Gs imple-

mented?" 

~- .. -- ----- .- - - --- .- - --- -- - ..... -
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Table IV-9A. Monitoring Questions - Wildlife (Aleutian Canada Goose and Brown Pelican) 

QUESTION: Are recovery plan objectives being met for Aleutian Canada geese and brown pelicans on the Oregon Dunes NRA? 

Discussion - Aleutian Canada geese are listed as Threatened by the USFWS and require special protection. This species migrates south from Alaska, with 
some flocks wintering on the Oregon coast, feeding in coastal estuaries and agricultural pastureland. They roost on the off shore islands. With waterfowl 
enhancement programs in the Oregon Dunes NRA, Aleutian Canada geese should be watched for, and protected if found. Brown pelicans are listed as Threatened 
by the USFWS and require special protection. This species moves north, along the coast, from California during its post breeding dispersal. It occupies sites 
on the off shore islands and occasionally on the main coast during the late summer and fall. Suitable habitat exists on the along estuaries and beaches. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information 

Management Threohold of Estimated Annual ! 
Evaluation Question Method. Collection Report Period 

Action/Effect Measure Reliability Reflpon8ibility Varitlbility Coot I 
Frequency 

(FP) Have suitable habitat sites Habitat avail- Survey, ODFW Acres Moderate 5 years 5 years Wildlife Staff Suitable habi- $300/ year 
been identified on the Forest ability survey, if avail- tat sites are 
and management plans been able not identified 
Written for them? and manage-

ment plans 
are not writ-
ten 

(FP) Is suitable liabitat for Habitat avail- Field Survey Acres Moderate 2 years 2 years Wildlife Staff Any habitat $200/ year 
either Aleutian O;rtada geese or ability loss from 1991 
brown pelicans being maintained levels 
or increasing on the Siuslaw 
National Forest? 

(FP) Have suitable habitat sites Goose use, Field Survey, Birds High for Annual Annual Wildlife Staff Any occupied $300/year 
been surveyed to determine use Pelican use FWS Flight sur- goose, mod- sites not pro-
by Aleutian Oanada geese or vey data when erate for tected 
brown pelicans and has protec- available pelican 
tion been provided when use is 
established? 

- - -- -- .. _-_ .. - ... _- ... _--- --- - - -
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Table IV-9A Cont. Monitoring Questions - Wildlife (Aleutian Canada Goose and Brown Pelican) 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information 

Mnnagement Threshold of Estimated Annual 
Evaluation Question 

Action/Effect 
Methods 

Measure Reliability 
Collection Report Period 

Responsibility Vat-i •. biHty Cost 
Frequency 

(FP) Are planned projects and Project output MARs (existing Units in High Annual Annual Wildlife Staff Accomplish- $50 
program targets for management reports) MARs ments are 
of these species being accom- more than 
plished? 10% below 

Plan targets 
over 3 years 

-
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Table IV~9B. Monitoring Questions - Wildlife (Bald Eagle) 

QUESTION: Are bald eagle recovery plan objectives being maintained on the Oregon Dunes NRA? 

Discussion - The bald eagle is listed as Threatened by the USFWS for the state of Oregon and requires special management under the Pacific States Bald 
Eagle Recovery Plan. The bald eagle population on the SNF is dispersed and nonmigratory, and is augmented with scattered migratory birds during the winter. 
Due to the dispersed food source (primarily fish) in the Coast Range, no communal winter roost sites have been found. Known nest sites and potential sites 
require protection. Currently, there are no known nest sites on the NRA. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information 

Management Thres hold of Estimated Annual Evaluation Question Method. Collection Report Period Action/Effect Measure Reliability 
Frequency 

Responsibility Varinbility Cost 

-
(FP) Are all known and identi- Acres of land Field Survey Acres High 2 years 2 years Wildlife Staff Any site not $6001 year 
fied potential bald eagle nest set aside in protected 
sites protected in accordance each manage-
with the Recovery Plan and ment site. 
Forest Plan standards and 
guidelines? 

(FP) Has an interagency man- Management Review Manage- High Annual Annual Wildlife Staff Less than 4 $ 150/year 
agement plan for each known Plan ment management 
and potential nest site been Plan plans ,wmplet-
written? ed each year 

(FP) Has a management plan Management Review Manage- High Annual Annual Wildlife Staff A "no" re- $50/year 
for each newly discovered nest Plan ment spons~3 to 
site been written? Plan monitoring 

question 

(FP) Are Standards and Guide- S & G Compli- Project Review N/A High As needed Annual Wildlife Staff A "no" to the $700/year 
lines applied to all activities ance question 
that might affect nest sites? "Were, S&Gs 

implemented?" 
-_ .. _---_ .. _- - -- - .-
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Table IV-9B Cont. Monitoring Questions - Wildlife (Bald Eagle) 
-------

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information Management Threshold of 

Method. 
Report Period 

Estimated Annual Cost 

Evaluation Question ActioniEffect Measure Reliability 
Collection Responsibility Variability 
Frequency 

(FP) Are bald Population Planned and Eagles Moderate Annual Annual Wildlife A decline in $100/year 

eagle numbets levels random 
Staff population 

being mamtained surveys 
over 5 year 

or increasing on 
running I 

the SNF? 
average 

(FP) Ate nest sites Reproduc- Interagency Eagles Moderate Annual Annual Wildlife A decline in $50/year 

producihg young as tion nest site fledged Staff productivity 

anticipated? monitoring 
over a 5 

program 
year running 
average 

(FP) Are bald Population Planned and Eagles Moderate Annual Annual Wildlife A decline in $100/year 

eagle numbers levels random 
Staff population 

being maintained surveys 
over 5 year 

or increasing on 
running 

the SNF? 
average 

(FP) Are planned Project out- MARs (exist- Units in High i\nnual Annual Wildlife Accomplish- $50/year 

projects and pro- put ing reports) MARs Staff ments are 

gram targets for 
less than 

management of 
90% of Plan 

eagles being accom-
targets 

plished? -
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Table IV-9C. Monitoring Questions - Wildlife (Snowy Plover) 

QUESTION: Are populations of snowy plover being sustained on the Oregon Dunes NRA? 

Discussion - The snowy plover is currently listed by the Forest Service as Sensitive, the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife as Threatened, and the US 

Fish and Wildlife Service as a threatened species. Snowy plovers nest on the sand beaches in front of the foredune and above the high water mark. The area 

the birds utilize is popular for a variety of human activities and results in management conflicts. The population of snowy plovers is small and concentrated, 

making it susceptible to catastrophic loss. The plover nests, forages, and winters in sandy areas virtually devoid of vegetation, driftwood, and other structure 

near salt or brackish waters of the ocean and bays. On the NRA these areas are located above high tide on sandy spits associated with small estuaries as 

streams enter the ocean. The primary management concern is with nesting habitat. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information Management Threshold of Esthnnted Annual 

Evaluation Question Action/Effect 
Methods Measure Reliability 

Collection Report Period ResponsIbility Varia bili ty Cost 

Frequency 

(FP) Is the amount of suitable Habitat Quality Literature search, Acres High 2 years 4 years Wildlife Staff A 10% decline $2000/ year 

nesting habitat, as determined Field surveys 
in the acres of 

by state-of-the-art research, 
suitable habi-

increasing or decreasing on the 
tat from 1991 

NRA? 
levels 

(FP) Are the related Standards S & G Compli- IDT field review N/A High By project Annual Wildlife Staff A "no" to the $800/year 

and Guidelliies being implement- ance 
question 

ed 011 all projects that might 
"Were S&Gs 

impact SllOWY plover populatiollS 
implemented?" 

(including both capable and 

suitable habitat)? 

(FP) Are populations of the Population ODFW Shorebird Birds High Winter sur- Annual Wildlife Staff 25% d'~cline in $600/ year 

snowy plovers increasing or changes Survey, if avail- vey, nesting the population 

decreasing? able. survey over 3 years, 
compared to 
the previous 3 
year a.verage 

--
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Table IV-9C Cont. Monitoring Questions - Wildlife (Snowy Plover) 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information Management Threshold of Estimated Annual 

Evaluation Question Action/Effect 
Methods Measure Reliability 

Collection Report Period Responsibility Variability COBt 

Frequency 

(FP) Are planned projects and Project output MARs (existing Units in High Annual Annual Wildlife Staff Accomplish- $100 

program targets for management reports) MARs 
ments are 

of plovers being accomplished. 
more than 
10% below 
Plan targets 
over 3 years 

Are habitat creation sites being Nesting activity Field survey Nesting High Annual Annual Wildlife Staff No use within $2000/year 

utilized by nesting snowy plo- birds 
5 years of 

vers? 
completion 

Are the related standards and Standard and Compliance with Standard Moderate Annual Annual Wildlife Staff A "no" to $1000/ year 

guidelines being implemented in guideline com- AW 1, 12-14, 17 and 
question "were 

Snowy Plover Management pliance &28, E 1-10, FW guideline 
S&Gs imple-

Areas and newly discovered 58-64 compli-
mented?" 

nesting areas? ance 

Are Standards and Guidelines Increased nest- Field survey Nesting Moderate Annual Annual Wildlife Staff Static or $10,OOO/year 

and habitat enhancemEmt ing success birds 
downward 

projects resulting in increased 
population 

snowy plover reproductive suc-
trend 

cess? 
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Table IV-9D. Monitoring Questions - Habitat Diversity (Wetlands) 

QUESTION: Are wetland habitats being maintained or enhanced to provide for habitat diversity on the NRA? 

Discussion - A variety of wetlands are found on the Oregon Dunes NRA including deflation plain wetlands, salt marsh, meadows and riparian. These wetlands 

fulfill important ecological functions while providing important habitat to a variety of species. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information Management Threshold of Estimated Annual 

Evaluation QUeRtion Methods Collection Report Period 

Action/Effect Measure. Reliability 
Frequency 

Responsibility Variability Cost 

Is wetland habitat being main- Acres of wet- Aerial and field Acres Moderate 5 years 5 years Wildlife Staff Any net loss $2500/year 

tamed on the NRA? lands surveys 
of wetland 
habitat 

Are habitat enhancement Project output Review Acres Moderate 3 years 3,6 and 9 Wildlife Staff No pr~jects $500/ year 

projects providing for creation 
years completed by 

or maintenance of a proportion 
year 6 

of wetlands in an early seral 

stage? 

Are designated routes being Designated Field review Inches High Quarterly Annual Wildlife Staff Ruts greater $lOOO/year 

maintained to avoid draining of routes below 
than 6 inches 

wetlands? soil surface 
level 

Have meadow management Document N/A Docu- High Once 2 year after Wildlife Staff No documents $50 

strategies for Butterfield and ment plan release 

Lodgepole meadows been writ-
ten? 

I 

, 

! 
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Table IV-9E. Monitoring Questions - Habita;t Diversity (Special Habitats and Sensitive Species) 

QUESTION: Are special habitats and sensitive species being protected, maintained or enhanced on the Oregon Dunes NRA? 

Discussion c The Dunes Plan provides for enhancement or maintenance of diverse habitats across the NRA through habitat enhancement projects and protection. 
Special habitats include meadows, marshes, wetlands, estuaries, lakes, ponds and breeding sites. Sensitive species are those listed by Region 6. These habitats 
and species contribute to the overall biological diversity of the NRA. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information 

Management ThreShold of Estimated Annual 
Evaluation Question 

ActionlEffect 
Methods Measure Reliability 

Collection Report Period 
Responsibility Variability Cost 

FrequencY 

(FP) Are special habitats being Standard and Field review Habitat Moderate 5 years 5 years Wildlife Staff Any degrada- $2000/year 
protected, maintained and}or guideline com- condition tion of Ispecial 
enhanced as required by stand- pliance, project habitats 
ards and guidelines? output 

Are sensitive species and associ- Prevent listing, Field surveys Species Low 2 years 2 years Wildlife Staff Any apparent $2000/ year 
ated habitats being maintained habitat condi- presence, decline in 
to prevent potential federal tion acres/ population, 
listing? condition more than ~ 

10% lOllS of 
habital; 

I 
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Table IV-9F. Monitoring Questions - Habitat Diversity (TE&S Plants) 

QUESTION: Are viable populations of all Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive plants being maintained on the Siuslaw Nationall?orest? 

Discussion - There are presently no known Threatened or Endangered plants located on the SNF. Several species listed as Sensitive on the Regional Forester's 

list occur on the Forest and require special protection. All management activities that affect habitat that could contain TE&S plants must be surveyed for 

their presence. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information Management Threshold of Estimated Annual 

Evaluation Question Action/Effect 
Method. Measure Reliability 

Colleetion Report Period Responsibility Variability Cost 

Frequency 

(FP) Are all protected popula- Population Field surveys of Plant High Annual Annual Wildlife Staff 10% drop in $2000/year 

tions of TE&S plants surviving survival protected stands pop. # 
numbers of 

tinder present management 
protected 

policies? 
populations 

(FP) Are all Standards and S & G compli- Records Review N/A High By project Annual Wildlife Staff A "no" to the $50 

Guidelines that apply to TE&S ance 
question 

plant popUlations being imple-
"Were S&Gs 

mented as required? 
implemented?" 

(FP) Has an interagency man- Management Review Manage- High Annual Annual Wildlife Staff At least one $50 

agemimt plan for each protected Plan ment 
species man-

population site been written? Plan 
agement plan 
written each 
year. 

(FP) Are planned projects and Project output MARs (existing Units in High Annual Annual Wildlife Staff Accomplish- $50 

program targets for management reports) MARs 
mentH are 

of TE&S plants being accom-
more than 

plished. 
10% below 
Plan targets 
over 3 years. 

• 
I 
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Table IV·9G. Monitoring Questions - Habitat Diversity (Globally Significant Plant Communities) 

QUESTION: Are globally significant communities maintained as representative plant associations on the Oregon Dunes NRA? 

Discussion - The Oregon Dunes NRA contains a number of plant communities which are rare on a global scale. The highest quality examples of each of 
these plant communities will be maintained as representative plant associations. Active management may be necessary to maintain or increase their quality 
by controlling invasive non-native vegetation and restoring disturbed sites. 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information Management Thre<r,hold of E.timated Annual ! 

Evaluation Question Methods Collection Report Period 
Action/Effect Measure Reliability 

Frequency 
Responsibility Vadability Cogt I 

-
Are globally significant plant Plant communi- Field survey Plant Moderate One third of Annual Wildlife Staff Any dE!cline in $1200/ year 
communities in Management ty quality communi- globally plant eommu-
Area lOF maintained in good to ty condi- significant nity condition 
excellent condition? tion plant com- over a three 

munities year perlo 
annually 

Are the related Standards and Standards and Review S&Gs High Annually Annual Wildlife Staff A "no" to the $50/ yr. 
Guidelines being implemented? Guidelines Com- met/not question 

pliance met "Were S&Gs 
implemented?" 

- -_ .. _,-' 
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Table IV-tO. Monitoring Questions - Wild and Scenic Rivers 

QUESTION: Are the important attributes of streams recpmmended for inclusion in the Wild and Scenic River system being protected? 

Discussion - Tenmile Creek and Tahkenitch Creek have been recommended for inclusion in the Wild and Scenic River system at the scenic and wild classification 
respectively. Until a final decision is made their eligibility, outstandingly remarkable values (ORVs), and classification levels must be maintained as they 
existed at the time of recommendation 

Measured Unit of Estimated 
Information 

Management Threshold of Estimated Annual 
Evaluation Question 

Action/Effect 
Methods 

Measure Reliability 
Collection Report Period Respon8ibility Vari..bility Cost 
Frequency 

Are the eligibility and otitstand- Effect of Review Stream High Annual Annual Recreation Staff Loss or free 1,000 
ihgly remarkable values being projects and flow and flowing condi-
maintained or enhanced? other manage- ORV tion or decline 

ment actions on condition in ORV quali-
free flowing ty. 
status and 
outstandingly 
remarkable 
values. 

Is the classification level of the Effect of Review River High Annual Annual Recreation Staff A decline in 1,000 
recommended river being main- projects and at- relevant at-
tained? other manage- tributes tributes. 

ment activities necessary 
on the river for rec-
classification ommend-
level. ed classi-

fication 
level. 
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Amendments and Revisions 

Evaluation 

When a Monitoring Evaluation Question is answered, "yes", then associated 
activities will proceed. VVhen a Monitoring Question is answered, "no", then further 
investigation will occur in order to determine whether there is a need to: 1) take 
corrective action in implementing Dunes Plan direction; 2) amend the Dunes 
Plan; 3) revise the output schedule; or, 4) initiate revision of the Dunes Plan. 

A designated monitoring coordinator will prepare an annual evaluation report. 
As applicable, the following will be included in each evaluation report which: 

• Summarizes the responses to each monitoring question which is to be 
answered in the current year. 

• Identifies situations where further evaluation is needed, and describes the 
action which will be taken. 

• Describes the status of evaluations which are underway, including the 
identity of the person who is responsible for conducting the evaluation, 
and its projected time frame. 

• Summarizes the findings of evaluations which were completed during the 
year, and describes the actions which were taken in response to these findings. 

• Lists additional research needed to support the management of the NRA. 

Amendments and Revisions 

The Dunes Plan will be kept valid and current through the use of amendments 
and revisions. The guidance for making these changes is in 36 CFR 219.Wro and 
(g). As new issues and concerns arise the Dunes Plan will be amended or revised 
if needed. 

Plan Amend- The Forest Supervisor may amend the Dunes Plan. Based on an analysis of the 
ments objectives, standards, and other contents of the Dunes Plan, the Forest Supervisor 

shall determine whether a proposed amendment would result in a significant 
change in the Plan. If the change reSUlting from the proposed amendment is 
determined to be significant, the Forest Supervisor shall follow the same procedure 
as that required for development and approval of a forest plan. If the change 
resulting from the amendment is determined not to be significant for the purposes 
of the planning process, the Forest Supervisor may implement the amendment 
following satisfactory completion of NEP A procedures. 
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Plan Revi
sions 

Amendments and Revisions 

The Forest Plan and the Dunes Plan which is tiered to it, incorporates legal 
mandates, professional judgement and the public's stated concerns into a future 
vision of the Forest and Oregon Dunes NRA. It charts a path for getting there by 
developing management goals and objectives and translating them into manage
ment direction in the form of standards and guidelines for management areas on 
the Forest and NRA. National Forest planning is a dynamic process, and the 
products are similarly dynamic. 

Forest Plans can and should be modified if conditions warrant. As management 
goals are applied on the ground or as new information is learned about resources, 
the Plan's goals and objectives, or activities the goals generate, may no longer be 
appropriate. In such instances, activities may be tailored to fit the resource, or 
planning objectives as stated in the Plan may be amended. Plans do not apply 
direction in site-specific management activities. Instead, this type of site-specific 
planning occurs at the project level planning stage. 

The Forest Plan, and the Dunes Plan which is incorporated as part of the Forest 
Plan, shall ordinarily be revised on a 10- to 15-year cycle. It also may be revised 
whenever the Forest Supervisor determines that conditions or demands in the 
area covered by the Plan have changed significantly. The Forest Supervisor shall 
review the conditions on the land covered by the Plan at least every 5 years to 
determine whether the conditions or demands of the public have changed 
significantly. In the monitoring and evaluation process, the interdisciplinary team 
may recommend a revision of the Forest Plan and/or the Dunes Plan at any time. 
Revisions are not effective until considered and approved in accordance with the 
requirements for the development and approval of a Forest Plan. 
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